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After the oracle&apos;s prediction of Ben&apos;s fate, what options does the Novak have left?Will

he attempt to fight his destiny? Can such a battle even be won?Jeramiah still lurks in The Shade

like a shadow. Why is he still on the island? Why did he even come in the first place?Â Prepare for a

thrill ride back to The Shade...Â Â Buy now!Â *BEWARE OF SPOILERS IN THE REVIEWS BELOW

that are without spoilers alerts!*
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Probably the best book in the series for me. the final chapter had me fully gripped and wondering

what was going to happen. I sure didn't see it coming. I can't wait to find out what happens and I

surely hope a few vamps get what's coming to them.

Yet another great book in the Shade series! This book follows Ben on his path to rid himself of the

infestation. What a well written story with a great storyline! Already waiting anxiously for the next in

the series!



Bella Forrestâ€™s cliffhangers are killing me! I really enjoyed this book and can't believe what Ben

has had to go through. He has got the weight of the world on his shoulders, so many tough

decisions need to be made and it is hard to know who he can trust. Bella keeps you guessing all the

way through. I almost screamed when I got to the end and realised that I would have to wait again

for the answers I so desperately need! I just hope that things turn out ok for everyone we love, I

even felt sorry for characters that I previously hated which just goes to show how well Bella writes.

So much happened in such a short space of time and now we are all left reeling and counting down

the days until we can open book 21 and find out what happens next! Another amazing read, thank

you Bella!

This book was harder for me to get through than the others. It was a lot slower of a storyline than

previous books. I couldn't help but feel most of the story was a waste of time. But I love this author

so I'm hoping there was a point to all the seemingly useless adventures Ben went on. I will say that I

love the jinn and the wish granting and hit to see more of it. This installment focused almost entirely

on Ben with little time didn't on other characters and they were definitely missed. All the other books

felt as though they were leading somewhere but this one just left me wanting. But I trust this author

and have high hopes for the next book which I will be starting right now!

I swear these stories get me sooo anxious and then ending with these cliffhangers! Ms. Forrest,

your killin' me!! Now I'm left with nightmares and what if's as far as Ben is concernedðŸ˜ All joking

aside the stories that this Author writes is what keeps us coming back and maintains our curiosity

about the characters that she creates. Bravo, again Ms. Bella, I patiently await the next bookðŸ˜µ

Although it is hard to wait!

this is one of the best series I have read and I enjoy every single one from mom dad rose and now

ben and ben has the heart of gold he is really the prince he has all the qualities of one I hope that

everything works out for him

I just love your cliffhangers. I can't wait for the next installment. Thanks you for writing awesome

books. I was in the edge of seat the whole time waiting to see what would happen to Ben and you

never disappoint.

Well it starts off kind of slow but like most of Miss Bella's book it picks up with a venous and nail



bitting, mind were ling ending. Super excited for book 21 and new spin off of the tale of the dragons!

Yay!
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